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Where this talk comes from

I Last semester, I taught a course called “Computational
Mathematics.”

I Students in this course are expected to write Matlab code and
pseudocode.

I Students do not enter with coding experience; we are expected
to teach them how to write code and use it to solve problems.
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Where this talk comes from

I This was a new experience for me.

I Lecturing behind a computer screen felt “odd” at first.

I I tried out several methods for incorporating code in my
classroom, each with its own pluses and minuses.

I Hopefully this will be helpful to you if you find yourself
teaching such a course in the future!
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Method 1: Pseudocode + Code

I State your problem, outline an algorithm to solve your
problem, then write code that solves the problem.

I Example: Matlab pseudocode and code for a greedy
graph-coloring algorithm.
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1   function G = GreedyColorGraph(G, k)
2   %This function tries to color G with k colors. It takes in a graph G and a
3   %value k as inputs, and outputs a graph G that we've tried to color with k
4   %colors. If we fail, it also prints out a message saying what vertex the
5   %algorithm could not color, and leaves all uncolorable vertices colored 0.
6   
7   
8   % Initializes all vertices in graph to have color 0.
9   N = numnodes(G);

10   InitialColor(1:N) = 0;
11   G.Nodes.Color = InitialColor';
12   
13   %As described in class, our algorithm goes through vertices one-by-one. 
14   for CurrentVertex = 1:N
15   %This array tells us all of the neighbors of the current vertex.                                
16   NeighborsOfCurrent = neighbors(G,CurrentVertex);
17   %This array records colors in use.
18   PossibleColors(1:k) = 0;
19   
20   %We start by going through all of the neighbors of the current vertex.
21   for CurrNbr = 1:length(NeighborsOfCurrent)
22   %If any of them are colored (i.e. not 0), we record this 
23   if G.Nodes.Color(NeighborsOfCurrent(CurrNbr)) ~= 0
24   PossibleColors(G.Nodes.Color(NeighborsOfCurrent(CurrNbr))) = 1;
25   end
26   end
27   
28   %We now look through PossibleColors for any zero values,
29   ValidColor = 0;
30   for CurrColor = 1:length(PossibleColors)
31   %As soon as we find a valid color, we use it.
32   if PossibleColors(CurrColor) == 0
33   ValidColor = CurrColor;
34   G.Nodes.Color(CurrentVertex) = CurrColor;
35   break;
36   end
37   end
38   %If we never found a valid color, then we should stop our program here.
39   if ValidColor == 0
40   sprintf('Hey!  I couldnt color vertex %d', CurrentVertex)
41   break;
42   end
43   end
44   
45   %These are some nice commands to print the graph.
46   p = plot(G);
47   p.NodeCData = G.Nodes.Color;
48   colormap(jet);
49   Colors = 1:k;
50   colorbar('Ticks', Colors)
51   



Method 1: Pseudocode + Code
I State your problem, outline an algorithm to solve your

problem, then write code that solves the problem.
I Example: Matlab pseudocode and code for a greedy

graph-coloring algorithm.
I Advantages:

I Students get to see you
write code

I Shows off syntax
I Students learn to debug

I Can be interactive

I Demystifies process of
solving problems with code

I Disadvantages:
I Bugs can be frustrating
I Hard to “sell” lecture from

behind a screen

I Uses lots of class time
I Nontrivial prep time
I Hard to predict lecture

I Best for: first encounters with key ideas; courses where
students are expected to code.
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Method 2: (just) Pseudocode

I Describing an algorithm on paper can be valuable, even if you
don’t spend time on the actual code.

I Example: Matlab pseudocode and code for the Game of Life.
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1   function G = GameOfLife()
2   %This function runs the discrete dynamical system given by Conway's Game of
3   %Life.
4   
5   %Our first step is to ask the user for the size of grid we want to run on.
6   prompt1 = 'What size grid would you like to run the Game of Life on?';
7   n = input(prompt1);
8   sprintf('The requested grid graph has been drawn.  Please click on cells to set their initial status.  Click on the 

bottom-right square to end this process.')
9   

10   %This function draws an appropriate grid graph.
11   G = DiagGridGraph(n);
12   prompt2 = 'How many steps would you like to run this system for?';
13   NumSteps = input(prompt2);
14   pause(3);
15   
16   UpdateDrawing = 1;
17   Delay=0.2;
18   
19   %We run our process NumSteps-many times
20   for t= 1:NumSteps
21   %Make a copy of G to work on.
22   UpdatedG = G;
23   
24   %Go through all vertices, updating each in order.
25   for CurrentV = 1:numnodes(G)
26   %Count the total number of living neighbors.
27   NumLivingNbrs = 0;
28   NeighborsCurrent = neighbors(G,CurrentV);
29   for CurrNbr = 1:length(NeighborsCurrent)
30   if G.Nodes.Status(NeighborsCurrent(CurrNbr)) == 1
31   NumLivingNbrs = NumLivingNbrs+1;
32   end
33   end
34   %Apply the Game of Life rules.
35   if (G.Nodes.Status(CurrentV) == 1) & ( (NumLivingNbrs < 2) | (NumLivingNbrs) > 3)
36   UpdatedG.Nodes.Status(CurrentV) = 0;
37   elseif (G.Nodes.Status(CurrentV) == 0) &(NumLivingNbrs == 3)
38   UpdatedG.Nodes.Status(CurrentV) = 1;
39   end
40   end
41   
42   %At the end, replace G with UpdatedG, as we've now updated everything.
43   G = UpdatedG;
44   
45   %Draw a picture.
46   if UpdateDrawing == 1
47   p = plot(G, 'XData', G.Nodes.XData, 'YData', G.Nodes.YData, 'NodeLabel', G.Nodes.Status);
48   p.MarkerSize = 40;
49   p.Marker = 's';
50   p.NodeCData = G.Nodes.Status;
51   p.LineWidth=20;



1   function G = DiagGridGraph(n)
2   %Takes in an input n, outputs a grid graph where every vertex is connected
3   %to the vertices above, below, to the left and right, and at diagonals from
4   %itself.
5   
6   G = graph();
7   G = addnode(G, n^2);
8   
9   %Code that adds all the edges.

10   for i=1:n^2
11   if (mod(i,n) ~= 0)
12   G = addedge(G, [i],[i+1]);
13   end
14   if (i <= (n*(n-1)))
15   G = addedge(G, [i],[i+n]);
16   end
17   if (mod(i,n) ~= 0) & (i <= (n*(n-1)))
18   G = addedge(G, [i],[i+1+n]);
19   end
20   if (mod(i,n) ~= 1) &(i <= (n*(n-1)))
21   G = addedge(G, [i],[i+n-1]);
22   end
23   end
24   
25   
26   %Adds in an extra node that we'll use as the ``escape'' button when
27   %entering game of life configurations.
28   G = addnode(G, 1);
29   
30   %Code that makes vectors that we can use to force the plot to do what we
31   %want.
32   v = 1:n;
33   w=[];
34   for i=1:n
35   w = [w, v];
36   end
37   w = [w, -1];
38   G.Nodes.XData = w';
39   w=[];
40   for i=1:n
41   v=[];
42   v(1:n) = n+1-i;
43   w = [w,v];
44   end
45   w = [w, -1];
46   G.Nodes.YData = w';
47   
48   
49   
50   
51   %Initializes status by letting the user click on things repeatedly!  I hope
52   %this works.



Method 2: (just) Pseudocode

I Describing an algorithm on paper can be valuable, even if you
don’t spend time on the actual code.

I Example: Matlab pseudocode and code for the Game of Life.

I Advantages:
I Makes algorithms feel

“concrete”

I Faster than pseudocode +
code

I Disadvantages:
I Students skeptical that

pseudocode is code
I Hides “messiness” of code

I Bad prep work versus
in-class time ratio

I Not as interactive

I Best for: when you care about methods, but are rushed for
time; when you’ve already done a similar example.
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Method 3: Don’t

I Almost everything you’d solve with code has already been
written up by someone else before. Use this!

I Examples: WolframAlpha and related resources; various
Java/Flash sites; StackExchange and other coding resources.
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Method 3: Don’t

I Almost everything you’d solve with code has already been
written up by someone else before. Use this!

I Examples: WolframAlpha and related resources; various
Java/Flash sites; StackExchange and other coding resources.

I Advantages:

I Fast (prep+class time)
I Easy (for you to work with)

I Easy (for students)
I Can be interactive

I Disadvantages:

I Obscures methods/process
I Computer seems necessary

I Can be unprofessional
I May not work as desired

I Best for: asides, things too difficult to do yourself.
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Method 4: Do (but don’t mention it)

I Sometimes a pre-existing solution doesn’t exist, but you don’t
want to spend time on discussing the details.

I Example: CoCalc (formerly SageMathCloud) worksheets.
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Method 4: Do (but don’t mention it)

I Sometimes a pre-existing solution doesn’t exist, but you don’t
want to spend time on discussing the details.

I Example: CoCalc (formerly SageMathCloud) worksheets.

I Advantages:

I Fast (in-class time)
I Does exactly what you want

I Bright students can see code
and mess around with it

I Disadvantages:

I Most previous disadvantages
are still present

I Worst prep work versus
in-class time ratio

I Best for: asides where an appropriate pre-existing solution
does not exist.
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Questions

I Have your courses started to involve coding or computers?

I If not: would you like them to? Should they?

I If so: what was your experience with code in the classroom?

Thank you!
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